
 

Knowing When Food Is Done
Few kitchen mishaps are more frustrating than improper cooking. 
Here’s how to cook food right every time. 
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KNOWING WHEN f I s H,  MEAT,  ANd POULTRY ARE d ONE

Taking The TemperaTure of a STeak or Chop
Use tongs to hold the steak or chop 
aloft and insert the thermometer 
through the side of the meat. This 
method also works with burgers, bone-
less chicken breasts, and other chicken parts.

THREE METHOds fOR 
dETERMINING dONENEss
five Senses: Seasoned cooks rely on taste, touch, 
sight, smell, and even sound to know when foods 
are done. Novice cooks often forget that these five 
tools are always available. 

Time: Many cooks get themselves in trouble by 
slavishly following times in recipes. All times are 
estimates, and actual times will vary with different 
ovens, stovetops, and grills. The exact size and 
initial temperature of ingredients will also dramati-
cally affect their cooking time. In the test kitchen, 
we use timers to remind us to check foods early. 
If a recipe reads, “Bake for 60 minutes,” set your 
timer for 45 or 50 minutes.

Temperature: In the test kitchen, we rely on 
digital instant-read thermometers. Dial-face ther-
mometers are slow to register and can’t read high 
temperatures associated with candy making or fry-
ing (most models cut off around 220 degrees). In 
addition, the sensor on dial-face thermometers is 
located at least 1 inch up from the tip, so these 
thermometers won’t work in shallow liquids or 
thin cuts of meat. On digital thermometers, the 
sensor is located at the tip. 

This chart presents ideal serving temperatures. Since the temperature of meat will continue to rise as its rests, it 
should be taken off the heat just before it reaches the desired temperature. (This phenomenon doesn’t occur 
with poultry and fish.) These temperatures (in degrees Fahrenheit) reflect our opinions regarding optimal flavor 
and juiciness. The U.S. Department of Agriculture recommends cooking beef, lamb, veal steaks and roasts, and 
fish to 145 degrees, pork and all ground meat to 160 degrees, and poultry to 180 degrees to eliminate potential 
food-borne pathogens.

   * Not recommended
** Recommended only for ground meat dishes, such as meat loaf.

fish 
Red Meat (beef, lamb, veal)

Pork
Poultry (white meat)

Poultry (dark meat)

rare

110 
125
*
*
*

medium-rare

120 
130
*
*
*

medium

140 
140
145
*
*

well-done

* 
160**
160**
160 to 165
175

Taking The TemperaTure of a roaST
For many roasts (including beef tenderloin, pork tenderloin, and pork 
loin), it’s possible to slide the probe right through the meat and into 
the pan, which will give you a false reading. To make sure that the 
probe stays in the meat, insert the thermometer at an angle. Push 
the probe deep into the roast and then slowly draw it out, looking 
for the lowest temperature to find the center of the meat.

Judging The doneneSS of fiSh
You can use an instant-read thermometer to 
check doneness in thick fillets, but in most cases 

you have to resort to a more primitive test—nick-
ing the fish with a paring knife and then peeking into 

the interior to judge color and flakiness. White fish 
(everything from cod to snapper) should be cooked to 

medium (that is, the flesh should be opaque but still moist and 
just beginning to flake). Salmon and scallops are best cooked to 

medium-rare (the center should still be translucent), while tuna is best cooked 
rare (only the outer layer is opaque while the rest of the fish is translucent). 

Taking The TemperaTure of a 
ChiCken or Turkey
You need to check the thickest part of the thigh 
as well as the thickest part of the breast (see the 
illustrations on page 12). If roasting a stuffed 
bird, insert the thermometer directly into center 
of the cavity as well to make sure the stuffing has 
reached a safe temperature of 165 degrees.

in STan T-read  T hermomeTer
What to Buy: Our test kitchen winner is fast (it 
registers temperatures from –58 to 572 degrees in 
seconds), accurate, and perfectly proportioned (the 
folding probe is capable of reaching the very center of 
the largest roast). A recent test of nine inexpensive 
models found several reasonably priced thermometers 
with the features we like, although all were slower 
than our test kitchen winner. 

 TeST ki TChen  Winner  
ThermoWorkS super-fast Thermapen, $85

BeST B uy 
Cdn ProAccurate dTQ450, $17.95

CarryoV er effe CT
When it comes to red meat and 
pork, judging doneness, even 
with a thermometer, involves 
some guesswork. That’s because 
sometimes you aren’t judging 
whether the food is ready to eat 
but whether it will be ready to 
eat once it has cooled or rested. 
For instance, to allow for juices 
to distribute themselves evenly, 
steaks, chops, and roasts should 
rest five to 20 minutes. (A steak 
needs less time than a big roast.) 
As meat rests, its temperature 
will climb. The thicker the cut, 
the more the temperature will 
rise. Also, food coming out of 
a very hot oven will have more 
residual heat than food coming 
out of a cooler oven. A thick 
roast cooked in a hot oven 
might experience a 10- or 15-
degree temperature increase as 
it rests; the temperature of a 
thin steak may rise by 5 degrees 
or less.
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The following items offer some challenges in the 
kitchen. here’s how to know when they are done.

BeanS
For creamy, intact beans, turn off the heat before 
the beans are fully cooked. Cover the pot and let 
residual heat continue to soften the interior without 
any agitation from boiling water, which can rupture 
delicate skins. 

eggS
Most egg dishes provide visual cues when done, 
but not hard-cooked eggs. To keep that greenish 
ring from forming around the yolk, bring large eggs 
to a boil in a pot of water, turn off the heat, cover, 
and let them sit for exactly 10 minutes before 
transferring them to a bowl of ice water to stop the 
cooking process. 

nuTS 
Forget about trying to judge color when toasting 
nuts. When nuts are fragrant, they are done. 

paSTa
Properly cooked pasta will have a slight bite (that 
is, it will be al dente). If in doubt, cut a piece in 
half. If you see a white core, the pasta needs more 
time. Many recipes suggest simmering the drained 
pasta in the sauce to help marry the two; if you 
plan on doing this (a good idea for many cream and 
broth-based sauces), undercook the pasta slightly. 

poTaToeS
Potatoes and other root vegetables are generally 
done when a skewer slides through them and 
meets little resistance. With peeled potatoes, the 
pieces should just break apart when pierced with a 
skewer or paring knife. When boiling whole pota-
toes, try lifting them out of the water with a paring 
knife; if the potato clings to the knife (even for an 
instant), it’s not done yet.

riCe
It’s not hard to make rice tender; fluffy rice is an-
other matter. Rather than continuing to cook the 
rice and risk scorched or blown-out grains, place a 
folded kitchen towel between the pot and the lid 
and then set the covered pot aside for 10 minutes. 
Residual heat will continue to steam the rice while 
the towel absorbs excess moisture.

    KNOWING WHEN BAKEd GOOds ARE dONE
yeaST BreadS
lean breads, such as country white and baguettes, are 
done when the internal temperatures measures 210 
degrees. Richer loaves made with eggs and butter, such 
as brioche and challah, are done when the internal 
temperature measures 190 degrees. Breads with a 
modest amount of fat, such as American sandwich 
bread and rye bread, fall in between; they are done at 
195 to 200 degrees.

For free-form loaves, tip the loaf up (with your hand 
shielded by an oven mitt or potholder) and insert the 
probe through the bottom crust into the center.

For bread baked in a loaf pan, insert the thermometer 
from the side, just above the pan edge, and direct it at 
a downward angle into the center of the loaf. 

pieS and paSTrieS
For pies and pastries, it’s all about color. A well-
browned crust is more flavorful than a blond one, and 
it won’t be doughy in the middle. We bake all pies in 
glass pie plates so we can examine the bottom of the 
crust to determine doneness. When working with 
puff pastry or other flaky doughs, lift up the bottom of 
individual pieces and look for even browning.

CheeSeCake
A cheesecake is done when the center just barely jiggles. 
Since this can be difficult to judge, try this tip.

Cheesecake is ready to come out of oven when the 
internal temperature reaches 150 degrees. (At higher 
temperatures, the texture will suffer.) If possible, insert 
the thermometer into the side of the cheesecake where 
it rises above the pan (otherwise, insert it into the center 
of the cake).

CakeS, muffinS, and QuiCk BreadS
There are two ways to judge doneness in cakes, muffins, 
and quick breads. 

1. Fully baked items should feel springy and resilient 
when the center is gently pressed. If your finger leaves 
an impression—or the center jiggles—the item is not 
done.

2. A skewer or toothpick should emerge fairly clean, 
with perhaps just a few crumbs attached. If you see 
moist batter, the item needs to bake longer.

TipS for uSing a ThermomeTer 

•  Regularly check accuracy by leaving the probe in a 
bucket of ice water for a minute or two. If the tem-
perature doesn’t register 32 degrees Fahrenheit, use 
the calibration button (available on the brands rec-
ommended on page 16) to reset the thermometer. 

•   Slide the probe deep into the center of foods, making 
sure that the tip does not exit the food. 

•   Avoid bones, cavities (say, in a turkey), and pan sur-
faces, all of which will throw off the reading. 

•   Take more than one reading, especially in large roasts 
and turkeys.

CookieS
We think most cookies are best when they are chewy. 
This means taking them out of the oven when they 
are slightly underdone—in fact, the cookies are often 
so soft they will droop over the end of a spatula (as 
shown below). Bake cookies on parchment and cool 
on baking sheet for a few minutes; after they have set 
up slightly, slide the parchment onto a cooling rack. If 
the cookies have crevices, the crevices should appear 
moist. When baking smooth cookies, look at the edges, 
which should be lightly browned; the center should be 
set but not fully dry. 

BroWnieS 
Overbaked brownies are dry and chalky 
and the chocolate flavor is diminished. 
Use the skewer test to determine done-
ness, but look for moist, sticky crumbs.  

puddingS and CuSTardS 
egg-based puddings and custards can curdle if cooked 
beyond 185 degrees. We take crème anglaise off the 
heat when the mixture registers 175 to 180, but when 
making the base for ice cream we push the tempera-
ture to 180 to 185 for maximum thickness. Baked 
custards, such as flan and crème brûlée, should jiggle 
(but not slosh) when gently shaken. This will occur 
between 170 and 175 degrees. 

      KNOWING WHEN OTHER  
f OOds  ARE dONE


